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Summary: This paper presentsIIASA Computer Science
Project plans for the constructionof a
computer-computernetwork connectingcenters
in National ｾ Ｑ ･ ｭ ｢ ･ ｲ Countries.



IIASA Data CommunicationNetwork

Brief Description of Plan

In March of this year a formal proposal to constructa

data communicationpacket switching network linking IIASA to

computer centers in National Member Organizationswas circulated.

This step had been precededby long range preliminary contacts
v

with various projects in this Institute and some computer centers

in the NMO's. Circulation of this paper was also a demonstration

of our belief"that the communicationbetweenscientistsinvolved

in inhouse researchand their counterpartsin NMO's is

essentialto the successof this unique institution.

The initial plan is to connect the following centers: IIASA,

The Computer and Automation Institute, Budapest, The Computing

ResearchCenter, Bratislava, The Institute of Control Science,

Moscow, The CyberneticsInstitute, Kiev, and the Technical

University, Vienna. Some schemesfor doing this are shown in

Figure 1.

Bulgarian and Polish Academiesof Scienceshave also expressed

their willingness to join the IIASA network and provide needed

computer facilities and manpower. Exploratory contactshave been

made with EIN and UN authorities on possiblecooperation•

. Purpose

In order to understandIIASA's interest in data communications,

it is necessaryto know somethingof how the Institute functions.

This institute is characterizedby a large variety of research

fields and disciplines. We have here 11 projects, in which the

scientistsof 14 National Member Organizationsare involved. The

Institute relies inevitably on the support and intellectual supply

from the national institutions. Scientistscome to IIASA for
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Figure 1
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periods of a few weeks to severalmonths. This continuing

inflow and outflow leads to working relationshipsbeing

establishedbetween IIASA and the national institutions providing

these scientists. As a result IIASA is in a unique position to

stimulate cooperativeresearch,but joint projects require

adequatecommunicationfacilities. Becauseof the computer

intensive nature of most of our projects, 'all of which involve

the applicationsof SystemsAnalysis to problems of global

interest, we firmly believe that data communication forms an

important part of such facilities. We also firmly believe that

improved communicationfacilities will both stimulate international

researchand also provide a basis for collaborativeresearch

of a type which is practically impossiblewith the small number

of people that can be brought togetherat this institute.

At the same time internationalcomputer networking is a

developing problem of global interestand therefore appropriate

for study at the Institute. In brief the goals of the proposed

IIASA network are:

1) To provide data communicationlinks between IIASA and

cooperatingNational and International institutions;

2) To provide accessfor IIASA scientiststo specialist

Data-Baseand computing facilities, particularly those

at the home institutions;

3) To provide a practical base for researchin computer

inter-networking.

In a later section of this paper we shall draw your attention

to some topics of basic researchconductedby this project.
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The General Framework

When consideringthe implementationof our network we have

to take into account a number of constraintsand limitations.

We also have to bear in mind how thesewill changewith time and

how our plans may develop.

We give here some details concerninghardware, topology,

type, etc. There are some very heavy constraintsimposed on

the developmentof the IIASA Network. Becauseof the nature of

this project we cannot expect an entirely homogeneousnetwork

even at the level of switching nodes. There have been and partly

remain some differences in understandingthe goals and scope of

the project betweenpeople from various computer centersand

time has been neededto reach an understandingand achieve a

common terminology.

At IIASA we have one in-housemachine, a PDP 11/45 which we

run in time-sharingmode using the Bell Labs UNIX operating

system. There are currently 8 terminals attached. Becauseof

the heavy demand on this machine as a general purposecomputing

resourceit is planned not to include packet switching functions
,

but rather to attach it to our network as a Host. At Budapest

a TPA 70 mini-computer will be used as a node (packet switch)

and similar arrangementsare proposedfor Bratislava using a

NORD 20 and in Moscow using a PDP 11/20. In these three cases

it is also proposedto attach some local general purpose computers

as Hosts. These include an ICL system 4 and a Siemens 4004 in

Moscow and large R seriesmachines in Budapest.

One installation of special interest is the Cyber 74 of the

IVienna Technical University, which has especiallygood communications
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facilities built in. From IIASA we have been using this machine

for some time, but now we want to include it directly in our

network. One possible solution to this is to introduce another

node, perhapsa PDP 11/20 between IIASA and Vienna, to which

each site could attach its Hosts. Such an arrangementis

particularly attractive since it would permit the connection

of other centers in Austria and also (somethingof great

importance to us} would facilitate connectionto other networks

in Western Europe, such as EIN.

Links

For the links we intend to use the telephoneservice. We

are starting with dialled-up lines and are trying speedsof

600 and 1200 bits/secbut as soon as possiblewill upgrade

these connectionsby changing to leasedlines and speedsof 2400

bits/sec. For higher speedsconditioned lines will be required.

The primary constraint in this particular is the questionof cost,

and a need to justify new expenditureby demonstratingfeasibility.

Furthermore, we do not expect very heavy usageof the computer

network in the early stages. The initial goal is to provide the

physical capability to establishthe neededconnectionon demand

for relatively short periods of time, and not to run this connection

permanently.

For the same reason it has been agreed to operatethe links

with Bratislava and Moscow using asynchronousmodems, but it is

hoped that some of the links will be operatedin synchronousmode

and the line protocol has been designedwith this in mind.

ProtocolSand Software

It is proposedto take a fairly conventionalapproachto the

communicationprotocols, at least at the lowest levels. That is

to say software will be written to form a seriesof levels. These
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are: line protocol, packet protocol, and host-to-hostprotocol.

However, we intend to rationalize this approachas much as

possibleand avoid duplication or provision of little used

facilities. We feel strongly that there is a real need to

reduce the communicationsoftware to a small volume and avoid

excessiveuse of precious core store.

Languageand'Operating Systems

We are making a study of necessaryoperating system features

and available systemsprogramming languages. On the IIASA PDP 11

we use a languagecalled "C" which is almost identical with BCPL.

A languagewhich is available to all centersis PL 11. We

believe that by being careful about programmingmethodologywe

can make our software better, smaller and faster to implement.

At IIASA we are constrainedto work within the framework of UNIX

but at the other centers, especiallynodal centerswe expect to

have to build an operating system. We intend to make it as small

as possible, consistentwith provision of basic essentials. Some

desirablefeaturesare:

1) Parallel processing:

2) Inter-processcommunication:

3) Processpriority scheduling system:

4) Automatic restart.

We intend to build a modular system and wherever possible to

aim for transportability, so that modules developedat one center,

can be distributed and used at others. Systematicdocumentation

will form an important partof this.

Data Link Protocol

We have made a survey of existing and developing protocols

in this area and are dismayed to see how many separatedevelopments
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there are. It seems that every new entry to the networking field

develops its own line protocol. At IIASA we ｨ ｡ ｶ ｾ decided to forgo

this pleasureand to adopt the emerging EuropeanstandardHOLC.

Having said that, we have to admit that it is not quite what

we need and we have had to tinker with it a little. Firstly,

it is intended for synchronouscommunicationand some of our

lines will be operatedasynchronously. This, however, is no

problem and we intend simply to constructa frame for

synchronoustransmissionand allow the interface to segment this

and add the start and stop bits. In this way we avoid a distinction

betweenthesemodes of operationand also avoid having to alter

our software for synchronouscommunicationat a later date.

For us, a more serious problem arises, becauseHOLC employs

a bit stuffing technique, which would be very inefficient to do

by software. In the absenceof hardwarewe have therefore been

forced to rethink this and have decided to adopt the HOLC frame

structurebut to employ the older "synchronizationcharacter,

data-link-escape"technique. Our frames will thereforehave the

structure shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

ADDRESS

I byte I byte I byte

CONTROL

I byte

INFORMATION FIELD

o or more bytes 2 bytes I byte

When it exists, the information field shall be terminatedby

ETB. To achieve transparencyand avoid prematuretermination

due to the accidentaloccurrenceof ETB in the data, all

occurrencesof SYN, DLE and ETB in the data shall be immediately

precededby OLE.
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From here on we adapt HDLC without change. However, it is

clear that we only need a subsetand we have decided on the

following choice of features:

HDLC Subset

We shall use only Normal ResponseMode in half-duplex.

Supervisoryand UnnumberedCommandswill be limited to

the following set:

RR, RNR, SNRM, DISC,

and Supervisoryand UnnumberedResponsesto

RR, RNR, UA, CMDR.

We shall not use the extendedmodes.

In agreementwith ISO standardDIS 3309 we shall use the

addressfield to identify the secondary,but we shall divide that

field into two subfields as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

4 bits 4 bits

ICENTER NUMBER SECONDARY

ｾ Address byte

Table of Center Numbers

Center Number

IIASA 1

Bratislava 2

Budapest 3

Kiev 4

Moscow 5

Vienna 6
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If FILL charactersare transmittedbetween frames to

maintain an active channel state, that charactershall be SYN.

To overcome the unsatisfactoryasymmetrybetweenprimary

and secondarystationswe propose the following sOlution. On

each link there shall be two logical channelswith a primary at

each end. See Figure 4.

Figure 4
<•.
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Primary Pa and SecondarySa shall communicatewith one

another using the center number for C2, while Primary Pb and

SecondarySb shall communicateusing the center number for C
l

•

The secondarynumbers for such a pair shall be the same. The

Send and Receive Sequencenumbers shall be distinct for each

channel in accordancewith the standard. In order to avoid

confusion between the traffic on the two logical channels, the

Primary and Secondaryat a given center shall cooperateaccording

to the following rule, which applies to the state where both

channelshave been initialized in normal mode.

If there is information to be sent then it shall be sent

on the channel last used, unless the line has been quiescentfor

a certain time (a constantyet to be fixed). When the line has

been quiescentfor this time a station wishing to restart activity

will do so by transmitting from its primary, which mayor may not

be the same logical channel as before. The clash which can occur
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in this quiescentsituation will be resolved by having a different

timeout for each primary.

Cross links are easily detectedin this arrangement,but

for the purposeof local testing cross linking could be allowed

by forcing ｴ ｨ ｾ channel numbers to be equal.

Initialization, Disconnectionand Recovery from a CMDR

will be symmetrical but each channel can in principle be

initialized and disconnectedseparately,so that at times and in

some casesthere will only be one available channel (or none)

and in such situationsone station will function solely as the

primary and the other as the secondary. This will allow

symmetrical testingandprogressiveactivation of a communication

link.

In deciding on the above implementationof HDLC we

consideredadopting the SESA-LOGICA solution for the European

Information Network. But abandonedit becauseit is not in

accord with HDLC in that it does not use either the addressor

control fields and becauseit does not representany real

advantage. The argument that using 8 logical channelsmakes

better use of a half duplex protocol is just false since each

cycle is reduced to 2 frames, rather than the cycle of 8

available with the 3 bit HDLC sequencenumbers. In either case,

at mo'st 8 frames can be transmittedbefore an acknowledgement

is received. Whether one should have several logical channels

or not is entirely irrelevant at the line protocol level and is

an example of the needlesscomplication in communicationprotocols

referred to earlier.
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Packet ｓ ｷ ｩ ｴ ｣ ｨ ｩ ｮ ｾ

The descriptionof the line protocol above is rather

extendedbecausethis is the area we have spent most time

studying so far, but we are also beginning to think about the

packet structureand protocol and Host-Host protocols. All that

can be positively statedat this stage is that we shall probably

use the "D" format packet headeras proposedby Pouzin and

packetsof 0-255 data bytes. Uniformity in computer networking

standardsis somethingwhich we feel to be important and this

is one reasonfor preferring the D format, but another is that

it is one of the few that provide adequateaddressspace for

inter-network communication. As has already been stated, our

network cannot be entirely homogeneous,and it is quite probable

that we shall have to connect to a number of existing networks.

Indeed we plan to do this in the case of some existing networks

in Western Europe.

Host-Host and Higher Level Protocols

Our presenttimetable includes the developmentof a Host-

Host protocol, but unlike the lower levels we are at last faced

with contact with the end users. Since we plan to participate

in inter-networking, it is clear that we cannot develop such a

protocol in isolation. We may then consider ourselvesobliged

to adopt an international standardif one then exists, or whatever

is being widely used on the networks that we wish to connect to.

It might be feasible to adopt a subsetor to ensurea sufficient

intersection, but it is clearly highly desirableto support

standardizationin this area, while at the same time keeping
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enough room for experimentbearing in mind our goal of reducing

the volume of software neededto support communication.

As to higher level protocols, we expect to participate

in the studies that are currently being made and hope to

contribute new ideas especiallywhere they assist in

standardizationand the widening of useful resourcesavailable

over a network.

Development ｔ ｩ ｭ ･ ｴ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｾ

A program of work has been drawn up for the period to the

end of August 1976. It includes the developmentand implementation

of communicationprotocols to the level of Host-Host communication

betweenat least two centers. We have tried to distribute the

developmentbetween the centersto avoid duplication as much as

possible and to exploit the different areasof expertise

available at each center. Inevitably though, some duplication

cannot be avoided and is even desirable, in order that each

center should understandthe complete system. In particular, it

wduld be wrong to maintain a complete dependenceon IIASA, since

staff members come and go and the same is true for IIASA projects.

Further, it is very desirablethat centersshould establish

working projects with one another, and in order to realize one

of our principal goals, it is necessaryfor National centers to

continue the growth of the network by connectionsto research

institutes in their own countries. At the same time, IIASA will

continue to take the initiative and we have recently proposed

the formation of a Network ManagementCommittee to unit and

guide the growth of the network.
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The timetable calls for the implementationand testing of

the line protocol to be completedbetween IIASA and one or two

centersby the end of January1976. To this end, the Czechoslovak

center is proposing to bring its NORD 20 to IIASA from mid-

November. ｔ ｾ ｩ ｳ will materially assist the human communication

and the solution of the developmentproblems which inevitably

occur at this stage of a network project. The experiencewhich

is gained at IIASA of its own limitations and local problems

will make the connection to other centersa much smootherprocess.

Relation to Other Networks

As has beenmentionedabove we are very interestedin the

possibilities of connecting to other ResearchNetworks. For some

time we have been exploring the available opportunitiesand are

consideringconnectionsto EIN, RPC in Italy and CYCLADES. That

is not to say that we shall connect to all three with direct

links, but are looking for ways of connecting to centerson these

networks, especially those which are doing work of relevanceto

IIASA projects.

We are currently engagedin a joint feasibility study with

Austria to considerAustrian participation in international

networking. One possibleoutcome of this study, could be that

Austria would decide to join EIN. In that case of course we

should link to the Austrian node.

One goal that we have had for some time is to obtain a

connectionto the World Health Organizationand the International

Computing Center in Geneva. Unfortunately there are no plans

at the moment for a computer network in Switzerland, so our only
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route would appear to be via EIN and CYCLADES. Such a connection

would lead to some interestingproblems in Gateway development.

Exploitation

The uses that we shall make of our networking capability

remain to be more fully explored but IIASA is in a unique position

to function as a real user of international networks, in the

sensethat our researchprojects have a genuine need to get at

sourcesof data and remote computing resources. This arises

just becauseour work is of an internationalcharacterand our

staff have links with home institutions and need to be able to

accessth.eir home computersand data-baseswhich they know well.

In the short periods that some scientistsspend here, it is

unrealistic to expect them to learn a whole new operating system,

languagesand systempeculiarities. In any event their files

and data are at home and not at IIASA.

It follows that IIASA has an important contribution to make

to internationalcomputer networking especially in the scientific

researcharea. It is able to provide existing and developing

networks with grist for their mill, where previously they have

only been used as tools for researchupon themselves. It is

probably time for the individual networks projects, at least

throughoutEurope, to unite their efforts with potential users

to establishinternationalnetworking as a tool for data-

communicationin scientific research.

ResearchAreas

While we view our task primarily to be that of the provision

of a needed facility, it is clear that many interestingquestions
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will arise in the courseof our work and the network can

function as a vehicle for some experimentsin Data-communication.

The areaswhich are of especial interest to us include:

- Accounting and network ｰ ･ ｲ ｦ ｯ ｲ ｭ ｡ ｮ ｣ ･ ｾ

Access-toheterogeneousinformation ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｳ ｾ

The problems of small systemsand compatibility

of existing operating systemswith data communication

､ ･ ｭ ｡ ｮ ､ ｳ ｾ

The provision of network ｳ ･ ｲ ｶ ｩ ｣ ･ ｳ ｾ

- The special problems of inter-networking.

Concerning fundamental research,a study is under way on

adaptive job allocation in large computer networks. The methods

are aimed at combining in one process job allocation, routing

and flow control, and are basedon the concept of so called "pay

functions" for the performanceof a job, which dependon response

time.

A technique is being developedwhich will allow very quick

calculationof network (packet switching, or channel switching)

performance. The method is basedon a step by step modeification

of a computed network model from a very simple one to the desired

one, and is constructedas an iterative process,which converges

to the solution, representingthe network performance.

One member of our group is making a detailed study of

IIASA requirementsin Information Systemsand looking at ways of

reconciling thesewith accessto existing data-bases.

Inter-networking brings many new problems. Gatewaysbetween

networks are a topic of intensive discussion,especiallywhere

different packet conventions, lengths, etc. and protocols are
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in use. At IIASA we would support moves towards an international

standard ｈ ｯ ｳ ｴ ｾ ｈ ｯ ｳ ｴ protocol, accepting that in many casesa

protocol translationwill have to be performed and a one-one

translation is much preferred to one-many translations. In our

caseat least we shall have to give a lot of thought to the

questionsof privacy and right of accessand mechanismswill

probably be included in Gateways to determine the right of

passage.

Network serviceswill need a lot of attention. More than

most we shall have to considermethods of uniform job control

and file access. We propose too, the provision of a Network

Information Service, whose job it is to provide information

about the Network, its resourcesand capabilities, the methods

of use and the rules of procedure. Distributed processingis

an area of special interest. One can imagine an assembly line

technique in which messagesare processedby one host and then

dispatchedto another for further processingand so on until

a result is finally returnedor delivered to its destination.

In this way one could exploit the specialistcapabilitiesof

different systemsto achieve some grand plan. Generally one

thinks of such servicesas being provided by Hosts on the

network and not by the network itself, but Gateways and protocol

conventersare special casesof sequentialnetwork servers.

It is important to see data-communicationas a means of inter-

processcommunicationand all that this implies.

Conclusion

We recognize that we have an ambitious project but are

constantlybeing suprisedby the interestbeing shown and new
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requeststo participate. It is clear that at IIASA we are in

a good position to unify networking developmentsand this fits

well with the spirit of our charter.

It should be mentionedthat during the past year a number

of successfulexperimentshave been made including communication

testswith Moscow conductedby V. Dashko and with Budapestby

P. Darvas. These experimentshave paved the way to our present

plans and shown the feasibility, at least in principal of the

project.

During the latter part of this year we have been joined by

w. Orchard-Haysfrom the USA and Y. Masunagafrom Japan.

Orchard-Hayshas written a seriesof working papers on

"User -,OrientedNetworks" and we expect these to have a strong

influence on the provisions of our Network. Masunaga's

experiencein the computer network for the Tohoku District of

Japanwill be particularly valuable.

To all of thesepeople and many others the authors are

indebted for a lot of advice and ideas.
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